EXTRA! EXTRA! NET NEUTRALITY!

FAKE NEWS AT THE NEWSEUM

PAI LIES ABOUT INVESTMENT, INTERNET REGULATION, IMPACT OF TITLE II OPEN INTERNET RULES

“WE NEED TO FIRE UP THE WEED WHACKER AND REMOVE THOSE RULES.”

—FCC CHAIRMAN AJIT PAI

Legal Framework for Net Neutrality Doesn’t Harm Broadband Investment

Title II Doesn’t “Regulate Internet”; It Prevents ISP Blocking, Discrimination

Total Investment by Publicly Traded ISPs Up 5% in 2 Years Since FCC Vote

Law Passed by Congress, Upheld by Courts, Is Best and Only Basis for Rules

Most Individual ISPs Increased Their Capital Expenditures After the Vote

Pai Claims to Support the Open Internet, Attacks the Laws That Make It Reality

Comcast Capital Spend Up 26% Since FCC Reclassified; T-Mobile Up 13%, Verizon Up 2%

Net Neutrality Rules Protect Competition and Innovation from ISP Tolls and Slowdowns

AT&T’s Small Invest Decrease Due to Upgrade Completion in 2014, Merger in 2015

Nondiscrimination Rules Protect Dissenting Views, Independent News

Investment by Internet Companies Booms Too, With New Video, Cloud-Computing Services

People of Color, Independent Artists, Social Justice Organizers All Need Strong Rules

Title II hasn’t hurt investment. In fact, the opposite is true.

Title II legal framework not just for Net Neutrality; also protects Lifeline internet-affordability program, ISP customer privacy, and broadband competition.

Dissenting Viewpoints Squashed, Communities Disenfranchised Without an Open Internet

Will Trump’s FCC Give Control of the Internet to Monopolies That Own MSNBC and CNN?

Will Press Report the Truth, or Stick With FCC Chairman Ajit Pai’s Alternative Facts?
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